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Abstract. Modeling robot behavior is a common task in robot software devel-
opment. However, its difficulty grows exponentially along with system com-
plexity. To facilitate the development of a modular, rather than monolithic, be-
havior system, proper software tools need to be introduced. This paper proposes 
combination of a well-known finite state machine and a custom decision-
making tool for implementing adaptive robot behaviors. The notion of automat-
ic behavior adaptation reflects the capability of the robot to adapt during 
runtime based on the individual end-user, as well as the particular context of 
use, therefore delivering the most appropriate interaction experience. While 
each tool on its own can be used towards that aim, a unified approach that com-
bines them simplifies the task at hand and distinguishes the roles of designers 
and programmers. To demonstrate the methods’ applicability, a concrete exam-
ple of their combined use is presented. 
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1 Introduction 

Typically, when designing and implementing complex robot behaviors, software de-
velopers have to cope with complicated systems with many components that need to 
efficiently cooperate. Several different technologies and tools can be used for this 
purpose. Probably the simplest, but the most frequently used one, is a finite state ma-
chine [1]. A Finite State Machine (FSM) includes an arbitrary number of states, at any 
given time only a single state is selected (current state), whereas a change among 
them is initiated by an event or a condition. They are used in many domains, enabling 
both hardware and software applications. This paper proposes the use of a tool that 
complements authoring of hierarchical state machines using an external decision-
making mechanism for modeling and creating complex adaptive robot behaviors. 

Other approaches towards robot behavior adaptation and decision-making include: 
(i) cognition-enabled robot control using reasoning mechanisms [2], (ii) generation of 
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behavior networks using finite state machines [3], and (iii) the integration of behavior 
trees [4]. However, FSMs have been selected in this work both for their simplicity 
and for the fact that many programmers are already familiar with them and can max-
imize their potential [5-6]. Additionally, the proposed decision-making mechanism 
can be easily integrated to provide robust behavior structures and to negate some of 
FMSs’ inherent drawbacks, such as limited non-reusable logic. 

Both SMACH and DMSL are used in various components of the HOBBIT system 
[7]. SMACH is used in the development of scripted robot actions (e.g., locating the 
user), whereas DMSL is used for setting robot initialization parameters and decision-
making for HOBBIT’s fitness application. However, in the current implementation 
they are not combined. 

Based on the experience acquired in the development of HOBBIT, this paper pro-
poses the augmentation of ROS-compatible [8] finite state machines built using the 
SMACH library [9] with custom logic rules encoded in a language specifically de-
signed for adaptation oriented decision-making. 

2 Creating Robot Behavior with SMACH 

The work presented here is based on the use of state machines for describing various 
robot tasks and actions. This can generally be achieved by mapping high-level tasks 
(e.g., navigating, planning, scanning the environment) to state machines, which in 
turn contain other states and state machines for more specific tasks. Building such a 
system is not trivial and requires careful design of states and state transitions, a robust 
method of selecting the correct transitions between them, as well as powerful and 
intuitive implementation tools. 

SMACH is a python library that allows the rapid creation of complex robot behav-
ior using state machine concepts. The prerequisite is that all possible states and transi-
tions have to be known in advance and described explicitly, and the scheduling of the 
tasks has to be sufficiently structured. The advantages of using SMACH for describ-
ing robot tasks are many: 

• The syntax is python-based, it is suitable for fast prototyping and allows designing 
complex hierarchical state machines. 

• Different modules and tasks are described in a uniform way. State machine con-
tainers can describe high-level entities and states can describe actions. State transi-
tions represent the changes in task flow. 

• Any relevant data can be easily passed between states. 
• State preemption is supported, which can be useful when tasks have to be aborted. 
• An introspection tool is included, which doubles as a debugging interface for the 

state machine execution. 
• Many functional states and state machine containers are included in the library and 

serve different purposes – for example a “Concurrence” state that enables many 
states to be executed in parallel. 

• The library is fully compatible with ROS. 



Fig. 1 shows an example state machine for a home robot which might need to lo-
cate the user in order to interact with him/her. The robot initially collects information 
about the current environment and from the user preferences or robot current status.  

 

Fig. 1. State machine for the task “locate user”. The error states have been omitted to save 
space. 

This information includes current robot pose, last known user position, battery lev-
el, user’s favorite room, etc. This is done inside states “INIT” and 
“GET_ROBOT_POSE”. Then, the next step is to calculate the path to the next desti-
nation, which means that the execution logic transitions to state “PLAN_PATH”. 



From this point, the robot tries to move to each planned position and rotate in order to 
detect the user. These actions are described by their corresponding states. 

Modeling robot behavior using state machines and state transitions is already a 
suitable method for implementing robot software. However, this can be improved 
upon by introducing a more sophisticated decision-making system that can not only 
select the appropriate transitions, but can also be used to make more complex deci-
sions concerning behavior adaptation. The proposed decision-making mechanism is 
described in the next section. 

3 Decision-Making Mechanism 

In order to develop a complete behavior adaptation system and produce consistent 
behaviors for the robot, a decision-making mechanism can be used to model the dif-
ferent actions and choices that the robot is required to take according to the circum-
stances. This mechanism should be able to take into account different kinds of param-
eters that encapsulate the robot, user and environment status, and take the correspond-
ing action according to the behavior rules that have been defined. 

3.1 Decision-Making 

The notion of automatic behavior adaptation reflects the capability of the robot to 
adapt during runtime based on the individual end-user, as well as the particular con-
text of use, by delivering the most appropriate interaction experience. The storage 
location, origin and format of user-oriented information may vary. For example, in-
formation may be stored in profiles indexed by unique user identifiers, may be ex-
tracted from user-owned cards, may be entered by the user in an initial interaction 
session, or may be inferred by the system through continuous interaction monitoring 
and analysis. Additionally, usage-context information, e.g., user location, environ-
ment noise, etc., is normally provided by special-purpose equipment, like sensors, or 
system-level software. In order to support optimal robot behavior adaptation for indi-
vidual user and usage-context attributes, it is required that for any given robot task or 
group of robot activities, the implementations of the alternative best-fit behavior ac-
tions are appropriately encapsulated. 

During runtime, the robot software relies on the particular user, robot and envi-
ronment profiles to adapt its behavior on the fly, doing the appropriate actions re-
quired for the particular end-user and usage-context. In the context of user interfaces, 
this type of best-fit automatic adaptation, called interface adaptability, was originally 
introduced in the context of adaptable and adaptive user interface development [10]. 
In the present work, runtime adaptation-oriented decision-making is engaged so as to 
select the most appropriate behavior action for the particular user, robot and environ-
ment profiles for each distinct part of the robot behavior. 

The role of the decision-making component is to effectively drive the behavior ad-
aptation process by deciding which actions or commands need to be selectively exe-
cuted (or in other words, “activated”). The behavior adaptation process has inherent 



software engineering implications on the software organization model of the system 
components. More specifically, as for any component (i.e., part of the interface / be-
havior to support a user activity or task) alternative implemented incarnations may 
need to coexist, conditionally activated during runtime based on decision-making, the 
need to accommodate different behaviors arises. In other words, there is a need to 
organize interface components or robot actions around their particular task contexts, 
enabling them to be supported through multiple deliveries. 

3.2 The Decision Making Specification Language 

For implementing decision-making for robot behavior, the Decision Making Specifi-
cation Language (DMSL) is proposed. DMSL has been extensively used in the past 
[11] for user interface adaptation. For the current purposes, DMSL provides a tool for 
creating complex decision blocks that evaluate decisions for robot behavior. 

The main features of the DMSL language are summarized below: 

• Supports localized decision blocks for each component. 
• Built-in user and context decision parameters with runtime binding of values. 
• Can trigger other decision blocks, supporting modular chain evaluations. 
• Supports activation and cancellation commands for system components. 
• Provides a method for automatic adaptation-design verification. 

3.3 Outline of the DMSL language 

The decision-making logic is defined in independent decision blocks, each uniquely 
associated to a particular component; at most one block per distinct component may 
be supplied. These components form networks of decision blocks that each corre-
spond to a particular system component of the robot 

The outcome of a decision session is an activation command, which is directly as-
sociated to the component of the initial decision block. For example, when returning 
to the user after executing a specific task, the robot navigation system could request a 
decision about which side to approach the user from (left, right, center). The request 
then enables a specific decision component, which takes into account the appropriate 
parameters and produces a decision for the navigation system to use. To simplify rule 
authoring and maintenance, the decision-making logic is defined in independent “if-
then-else” decision blocks that add minimal overhead to the robot’s execution time. 
The activate commands return a response that depends on profile attributes at the time 
of the request. The example in section 4 demonstrates the use of these concepts. 

Decision parameters. The decision parameters are defined as a built-in object whose 
attributes are syntactically accessible in the form of named attributes. The binding of 
attribute names to attribute values is always performed at run time.  

Each parameter belongs to one of the three profile types: user, robot and environ-
ment. This distinction is used for categorization purposes and does not impose any 



special semantic restrictions or characteristics. The supported parameter types are 
strings, numbers and true/false values. A description of each profile type follows: 

• User profile: The user profile contains personal data associated to a specific user. It 
includes both static personal data and dynamic data gathered via activity monitor-
ing. Such parameters include (but not limit to): 
─ General information; i.e., username, name, surname, age, sex, nationality, pre-

ferred language, computer skill, etc. 
─ Communication details; i.e., street address, city, postal code, country, e-mail, 

home telephone number, mobile telephone number, etc. 
─ Preferences; i.e., look & feel preference, dialogue mode (guided, simple, nor-

mal, advanced), interaction style (touch, manual scanning, automatic scanning, 
etc.), auditory style, interaction preferences (only visual, only auditory, only 
gestural, both visual and auditory, etc.), distance during social and not social 
situations, frequency of spontaneous emotional expressions, frequency of sug-
gestions concerning activities and exercises, frequency of robot initialized inter-
actions, etc. 

• Environment profile: The environment profile describes the robot’s surroundings 
to ensure that it adapts its behavior to meet the user’s goals within the given con-
text of use. The environment profile includes: 
─ Map of the environment used for navigation; i.e., obstacles, pathways, etc. 
─ Map of the physical objects; i.e., table, chairs, shelf, etc. 
─ Map of the available actuators; i.e., type, name, location, command, etc. 
─ Information about the available AAL sensors; i.e., type, name, location and cur-

rent value, etc. 
─ Contextual information resulting from sensor data (e.g. estimated location of us-

er, activity) 
• Robot profile: The robot profile describes the internal information of the robot 

during task execution and social interaction. It defines the current appearance and 
behavior of the robot as a socially behaving agent at the side of the user. The robot 
profile includes: 
─ General information; i.e., name given to the robot by user, physical dimensions, 

number and position of sensors, etc. 
─ Internal information; i.e., current emotion (e.g., attentive, happy), personality 

preferred by user (e.g. butler, pet-like), number and status of sensors, energy 
level and status of battery, position and status of gripper, position and status of 
tray, etc. 

─ Spatial information; i.e., current location, certainty of position, location name, 
indivisibility with user, direction of movement, direction of sight, etc. 

These parameters, apart from settings and preferences, can also describe system 
statuses and temporary values. For example, the parameter ROBOT.VoiceVolume 
could have the numerical value that represents the robot voice volume level setting. 
Another example would be a parameter called ROBOT.CurrentTask, which would 
indicate what task the robot is executing at a specific time. Finally, sensor data can be 



very useful for adapting robot behavior, and can also be described by similar parame-
ters. 

DMSL “if-then-else” decision blocks include parameters which ultimately define 
the result of the decision process, influencing robot behavior. The next section de-
scribes a detailed example of the way DMSL is used for making a common decision 
for a home-care robot. 

4 Adapting Robot Behavior with Decision-Making 

The system considered here includes a robot capable of functioning autonomously 
and exhibiting variable behavior. Its functions can be divided into tasks and can be 
explicitly defined. To implement adaptable behavior, different implementations of 
relevant tasks are included. The objective here is to facilitate robot behavior coordina-
tion by providing easy to use tools that separate tasks for programmers and designers 
and reduce the overall implementation time. 

The designers are encouraged to use well-known concepts (state machines) and 
tools (SMACH) in order to build the initial high-level task architecture for the robot. 
The process is straightforward and does not require them to dig into complicated code 
or decide the way to transition from one state to another. They are only concerned 
with building abstract states, state machines and the possible methods to connect them 
via state transitions. 

The programmers on the other hand use the already designed state machines and 
their responsibility is to implement the functionalities of each state (for example rotat-
ing the robot platform to detect the user requires giving commands to both the plat-
form wheels for the movement and the cameras for detecting). The decision-making 
procedure is tightly coupled with these actions, since for each action the robot can 
take (which can also mean transitioning to another state), a decision might be re-
quired. The programmers use DMSL decision blocks to encode the logic required by 
each state for transitioning to the next or for in-state decisions. 

In Fig. 2, a simple diagram of how these tools cooperate with the robot’s compo-
nents is shown. At the core of the architecture, SMACH state machines and transi-
tions are responsible for defining high-level tasks and communicate with both the 
low-level components and the user interface. In addition, the decision-making mecha-
nism interacts with all the other components in different ways. Firstly, the SMACH 
states will usually require a decision to determine the next state transition. This can be 
provided by evaluating DMSL rules and getting the desired result back. Secondly, 
DMSL can provide best-fit user interface alternatives for the robot. Finally, low-level 
components of the robot may need to set certain profile parameters according to sen-
sor data or system state. These parameters are used by the decision-making mecha-
nism to evaluate DMSL rule patterns and drive the behavior adaptation process.  



 

Fig. 2. Communication between SMACH, the decision-making mechanism  
and robot components 

To demonstrate how to perform decision-making for an autonomous robot using 
the aforementioned procedures, a concrete example is presented of realistic robot 
behavior that can be found in a home-care robot: “explore the apartment in order to 
locate the user and ensure their safety”. During movement, the robot is aware of its 
surroundings due to its internal localization and mapping. However, especially in 
home environments, objects change places and many obstacles can be found on the 
way to the robot’s destination. In such a case, the robot has to decide how to over-
come that obstacle. For the purposes of this example, it is assumed that two alterna-
tive options are available: (i) to call the user to remove the obstacle or (ii) plan an 
alternative route without bothering the user. The final decision is the based on many 
different parameters: 

• The user might have limited mobility due to advanced age or any kind of disability 
• The user might be facing partial or full hearing loss. 
• The user might be preoccupied with another activity either unexpectedly or regu-

larly at a given time every day; such cases can be determined through sensors or 
activity monitoring to identify user habits. 

• The user might be unwilling to bond or interact with the robot. 
• The user might not like to be disturbed at a certain time, or even at all. 
• The robot might not be able to find another path to its destination. 
• The robot might determine that the best alternative path is actually the longest one. 
• The robot’s battery level might be low. 



• The robot is at the user’s favorite room or the room the user is most likely in, given 
the time of day. 

These are only examples of the possible variations on what can affect the decision 
to call the user or not. The first five parameters indicate that the robot should not dis-
turb the user, while the rest suggest that the robot should call the user for help. Fig. 3 
diagrammatically represents the decision logic for this case.  

 

 
Fig. 3. State machine for robot movement. Error states have been omitted to save space. 

The current state is “OBSTRUCTED” and the system needs to determine the next 
transition. The following DMSL rule is evaluated and the decision determines the 
next transition: 

 
def neutralToBond {0,1,2} 
def willingToBond {3,4,5} 
def userFreeTimes {10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 } 
 
component ObstacleDetected [ 



  if params.user.hearing = false or  
     params.user.age > 80 or  
     not params.user.bondlevel in willingToBond or 
     params.env.time not in userFreeTimes then 
        activate "plan" 
  else  
   if params.robot.batterylevel < 10 or  
      params.env.currentbestpath = false or 
      params.robot.currentroom = params.user.favoriteroom  
  then 
        activate "help" 
] 

This rule includes some of the previously mentioned parameters and decides what 
the next state transition is. The if/else clauses determine which state transition is the 
one that best satisfies the current conditions, while the activate statements are used to 
return the result of evaluating this rule back to the state that requires it. In this case, 
the result corresponds exactly to one of the names of the two possible state transitions, 
“plan” and “help”, as seen in Fig. 3. 

In the same manner, more parameters can be used and more complex rules can be 
elaborated, according to the circumstances. Interestingly, a significant number of 
parameters used in one rule can be useful to another. Getting back to the state ma-
chine of Fig. 1, it can be seen that when the robot is trying to calculate the best path to 
take to search for the user, some of the same parameters can be reused. For example, 
the user’s favorite room or the room the user is in usually at that time is a good indi-
cator of where the robot should search first and it should influence its decisions at that 
point. Another point where such decisions could take place is when rotating to detect 
the user, to take into account if the user uses a wheelchair, is usually seated, etc. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper has described a finite state machine building tool and a decision-making 
mechanism for implementing complex robot behavior. It has been shown that these 
two tools complement each other well and can be combined without much effort to 
produce more advanced behavior systems. 

Although the case reported here is restricted to specific parameters (home robot 
with wheels, user interaction and more), these tools can be used for many more appli-
cations that require executing robot tasks and using parameters to define the actions 
the robot takes. 
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